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Introduction to 1Z0-531 Exam on Oracle 

Essbase 11 Essentials 
You can use this exam guide to collect all the information about Oracle Essbase 11 

Essentials (1Z0-531) certification. The Oracle 1Z0-531 certification is mainly targeted to 

those candidates who has some experience or exposure of Business Intelligence and want 

to flourish their career with Oracle Essbase 11 Certified Implementation Specialist (OCS) 

credential. The Oracle Essbase 11 Essentials certification exam validates your 

understanding of the Business Intelligence technology and sets the stage for your future 

progression. Your preparation plan for Oracle 1Z0-531 Certification exam should include 

hands-on practice or on-the-job experience performing the tasks described in following 

Certification Exam Topics table. 

Oracle 1Z0-531 Certification Details: 

Exam Name Oracle Essbase 11 Essentials 

Exam Code 1Z0-531 

Exam Product Version Essbase 

Exam Price 
USD $245 (Pricing may vary by country or by localized 

currency) 

Duration 105 minutes 

Number of Questions 69 

Passing Score 62% 

Validated Against 
This exam has been validated against Oracle Essbase 

11.1.2.1. 

Format Multiple Choice 

Recommended Training 
Oracle Essbase 11.1.2: Calculate Block Storage 

Databases (11.1.2.3) 

Schedule Exam Pearson VUE - Oracle 

Recommended Practice 1Z0-531 Online Practice Exam 

 

Oracle 1Z0-531 Exam Syllabus: 

Overview of Oracle Essbase 
- Describe multidimensional analysis 
- Describe Oracle Essbase 

http://education.oracle.com/pls/web_prod-plq-dad/db_pages.getpage?page_id=609&get_params=dc:D67955,clang:EN
http://education.oracle.com/pls/web_prod-plq-dad/db_pages.getpage?page_id=609&get_params=dc:D67955,clang:EN
http://www.pearsonvue.com/oracle/exams/
http://www.oraclestudy.com/1z0-531-oracle-essbase-11-essentials
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Smart View 
- Describe Smart View 
- Retrieve Data using Smart View 

Essbase Application 
Creation Fundamentals 

- Perform manual outline creation 
- Build dimensions from sources 

- Perform initial data loads 
- Use calculations and aggregations 
- Assign security 

Aggregate Storage 

Databases 

- Describe when to deploy aggregate storage, block 
storage, or a combined solution 

- Convert block storage to aggregate storage 
- Create, load, and pre-aggregate aggregate storage 
databases 

- Employ database partitioning in combined 
block/aggregate storage solutions 
- Write member formulas using MDX 

- Perform management tasks for aggregate storage 
databases 
- Partition block and aggregate storage databases 

- Describe and implement aggregate storage design best 
practices 
- Describe multiple hierarchies and the use of Shared 

Members 

Block Storage Databases 

- Describe block storage calculations 

- Describe the default database calculation order 
- Describe data blocks 
- Describe how data blocks are indexed 

- Interpret database statistics 
- Describe when data blocks are created 
- Describe the block storage database calculation process 

- Tune and optimaize block storage databases 
- Describe and implement block storage design best 
practices 

- Describe BSO load techniques 

Working 

with CaluculationScripts 

- Identify correct and incorrect calculation script syntax 

- Describe calculation script behavior for various ASO data 
structures 
- Describe calculation script behavior for various BSO data 

structures 
- Design calculation scripts to meet specified 
requirements 

Essbase Administration 

- Describe the file Essbase.cfg and its settings. 
- Describe the file Essbase.sec and its settings. 

- Identify and interpret Essbase log files 
- Manage Essbase security via Administration Services 
- Manage Essbase security via Shared Services 

- Back up and recover Block Storage Databases 
- Automate database processes with MaxL 
- Describe and use substitution variables and location 

aliases 

Essbase Studio - Describe functionality of Essbase studio 
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- Add and delete joins between tables 
- Create drill through reports 

 

1Z0-531 Sample Questions: 
01. A calculation script is performed on a database for which Create Block on 
Equation is OFF. The command SET CREATEBLOCKONEQ ON is issued 

immediately before an equation in the script. 
Which statementsaccurately describewhen blocks will be created? (Choose 

two) 
  
a) Blocks will be created ONLY when the equation assigns non-constant values to 

members of a sparse dimension 
b) Blocks will be created ONLY when the equation assigns constant values to members 
of a sparse dimension 

c) Blocks will be created when the equation assigns either constant or non-constant 
values to members of a spare dimension. 
d) No blocks will be created. 

  
02. You receive the following error: Error: 1042017: Network error: The client 
or server timed out waiting to receive data. Which two settings in 

the Essbase. CFG are most commonly used to correct the issue? 
  
a) DISPLAYMESSAGELEVEL 

b) NETDELAY 
c) NETRETRYCOUNT 
d) MAX_REQUEST_GRID_SIZE 

e) MAX_RESPONSE_GRID_SIZE 
  
03. During a multidimensional analysis getting data from a supplemental data 

source is an example of________. 
  
a) Drill across 

b) Drill Through 
c) Trending 
d) Pivoting 

  
04. Identify four disadvantages / considerations when using a transparent 
partition. 

  
a) Old data 
b) Slow retrievals 

c) Slow calculations if referencing dynamic calc members in the source 
d) Outline sync complexities 
e) Increased network load 

f) Downtime required to sync data 
  
05. Identify the two true statements about expense reporting tags. 

  
a) Provide accurate time balance calculations 
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b) Provide accurate variance reporting on revenue and expense accounts 
c) Are assigned to the dimension tagged Time 
d) Are assigned to the dimension tagged Accounts 

e) Are assigned to the Dimension containing variance members. 
  

06. In Essbase 11.1.1, what are two possible ways to calculate Period to Date 
values in ASO? 
  

a) Enable Dynamic Time Series 
b) Analytic dimension with member formulas to calculate period to date values 
c) Alternate hierarchy in Time dimension to rollup period to date values 

d) Create a Date Time dimension 
  
07. What is the extension for the file containing data for ASO applications? 

  
a) .pag 
b) .dat 

c) .txt 
d) .aso 
e) .aso 

  
08. Which six files are involved in database recovery for block storage option 
after a database crash? 

  
a) Essn.pag – data 
b) Essn.ind – index 

c) Essn.dat 
d) Temp.dat 
e) Dbname.esm - kernel file that contains control information for db recovery 

f) Dbname.tct - transaction control table 
g) Dbname.ind - free fragment file for data and index free fragments 
h) DBname.otl 

i) Metadata folder 
  
09. You have a reporting requirement to track and report the employee status 

for employees in your workforce ASO Essbase database. Employee status can 
change over time. One report requires employees down the rows and 
employee status across the columns. What is the best solution to meet the all 

of the requirements? 
  
a) Separate Employee status dimension 

b) Text List 
c) Smart List 
d) Attribute dimension 

e) Varying attribute dimension 
f) Alternate hierarchy 

g) User defined attribute 
  
10. You need to track and report the Store Close Date for all of the stores in 

your company in your block storage option database. Store close date will vary 
by store over time. Which three solutions would allow you to do this? 
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a) Attribute dimension based on Store 
b) Varying attribute dimension with an Independent dimension of Time where Time 

contains boththeYears and Months in the same dimension 
c) Varying attribute with 2 Independent dimensions, Periods and Fiscal Year 

d) Measure called Store Close Date with a data type of date 
e) User Defined attribute Store Close Date assigned to each store 

 

Answers to 1Z0-531 Exam Questions: 

QUESTION: 01 

Answer: b, c 

QUESTION: 02 

Answer: b, c 

QUESTION: 03 

Answer: b 

QUESTION: 04 

Answer: b, c, e, f 

QUESTION: 
05 

Answer: b, d 

QUESTION: 06 
Answer: b, c 

QUESTION: 07 
Answer: b 

QUESTION: 08 
Answer: a, b, e, f, 

g, h 

QUESTION: 09 
Answer: d 

QUESTION: 
10 
Answer: a, c, 

e 

 
 

Note: If you find any typo or data entry error in these sample questions, we request 
you to update us by commenting on this page or write an email on 
feedback@oraclestudy.com 

mailto:feedback@oraclestudy.com

